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Founded in 1879 in Northampton, at the heart of
England’s most famous shoemaking town, Crockett &
Jones, makers of fine English leather shoes and
accessories is now in its 5th generation as a family run
Business.

The company has continued to produce British-made
footwear and accessories in their original factory, with
the same attention to detail as the company founders;
ensuring that the standards of the past are still
maintained today.

Their already strong reputation was further bolstered
when they received a Royal Warrant from HRH The
Prince of Wales in April 2017.

With an expanding store portfolio, numerous stockists
and a new website, they have become a truly global multi-
channel manufacturer and retailer.

With continued growth anticipated and the challenges of
the 21st century marketplace ahead, the heritage
company recognised the need to evolve their processes
and invest in new systems that would future-proof the
business.

With products ranging from in stock/classic styles and
seasonal ranges to bespoke, made to order footwear
created to a customer’s exacting individual requirements,
the company needed a system that could manage every
eventuality.

We were delighted that Crockett & Jones chose Prima
Solutions to help address their issues. Their decision was
based on our specialist knowledge of the footwear
industry and our commitment to gaining a rich and
detailed understanding of the companies we work with.

It is this understanding which has enabled us to deliver a
scalable ERP solution that could be integrated throughout
the Crockett & Jones business – and to support the
company with further development opportunities.

LATEST TECHNOLOGY ENHANCES CUSTOMER
SERVICE AT CROCKETT & JONES

BUSINESS CHALLENGES
The business faced a number of challenges with their
current systems and processes:

● Existing legacy and multiple paper-based systems
●  Disparate processes and systems
● Data duplication and manual input errors
● Managing a varied product portfolio
● Managing & maintaining complex Bill of
  Materials (BOM’s) and costings
● Progress tracking visibility
● Lack of information to support key business
  decision making
● Increasing need to understand customer behaviour

“ We have been committed to maintaining the highest
standards of traditional craftsmanship, quality and

service for over 130 years so it was important for us to
work with a partner who understood our heritage and

values but had the experience and expertise to take
our business forward; Prima Solutions met all of our

criteria and more.”

MANAGING DIRECTOR,
CROCKETT & JONES

https://www.crockettandjones.com/
https://www.crockettandjones.com/


Order Management sits at the very heart of the
PrimaNet solution and is key to delivering efficient
process management across sales, purchasing and
stock control functions.

The Product Development application provides a clear
process for Crockett & Jones to develop new product
ranges and continuity lines.

● Integrated Product Development simplifies product
management whilst retaining control of complex and
flexible manufacturing methods.

● Mass costing updates for components and labour
cost changes provides improved efficiency and the
centralised system can be accessed by the whole
business providing one single version of the truth.

The business now has a streamlined production
process thanks to PrimaNet Manufacturing with a ‘just
in time’ ordering of components system and
functionality to  enable expedited despatching of
products for customer demand fulfilment.

Enhanced, clearly defined factory processes provide a
better understanding of which shoes are in production
and where they are, with automated component stock
updates, based on WIP progression through the
factory.

Repairs can now be tracked end to end; from
generation at store, to receipt into the warehouse,
processing the repair through the factory and
despatching back to the store.

Accurate WIP valuations can be produced, taking into
account when components and labour are used
throughout the factory.

THE PRIMA SOLUTION

We are proud that our new Prima software has achieved its purpose in streamlining processes at Crockett &
Jones, while also providing much greater control and accuracy. Overall, PrimaNet is delivering:

● A fully integrated solution for all business channels to provide one version of the truth and eliminates
 duplication of work and costly errors
● Improved processes which are far more efficient; moving from days and hours to complete to just minutes!

● Centralised data management for product specifications and costings

● Greater understanding of the business in all departments

● Tighter control of component stock with purchasing and stock control functionality

● Ability to plan ahead to ensure specialist leather suppliers are able to meet demand without over-stocking
 to release business capital and running out of stock when there is a 6 month+ lead-time

● Wireless scanning of  WIP and Rework enables real-time tracking of orders, allowing the business to
 prioritise work

● Systemised control of repairs

● Comprehensive management of replenishment for UK and US retail stores

● Integration to external systems for key regulatory reporting compliance. E.g. Intrastat, VAT

● A Comprehensive reporting tool providing the data needed to make strategic business decisions

● Scalable business processes, providing a platform for improved business management and support for
 sustained business growth

● Latest-generation technology used throughout the entire factory production process

https://www.primasolutions.co.uk/solutions/multichannel-erp/order-management/
https://www.primasolutions.co.uk/solutions/multichannel-erp/order-management/
https://www.primasolutions.co.uk/solutions/multichannel-erp/
https://www.primasolutions.co.uk/solutions/multichannel-erp/manufacturing/


Using an integrated software system throughout the
business has enabled the up-skilling of staff to improve
their IT knowledge, providing continued professional
development, whilst improving efficiencies.

Sharing a single, transparent software solution has
helped to foster closer working relationship at all
levels of the business; from the factory, to the
customer services team and the management.

Business Accounting & Reporting software introduces
closer monitoring and full reporting capabilities in key
operational areas.
● The industry-leading reporting tool analyses data

for the business to make informed decisions and
monitor business performance.

● An automated purchase invoice reconciliation
process improves efficiency, while the unified
system seamlessly transports data into the
integrated accounts module.

The Retail Management application delivers real-time
information to store staff and provides the ability to
capture and share customer information to establish a
single view of customers across all channels.

PrimaNet is fully integrated into the head office
system, providing real-time sales information on
demand.

● The latest generation touch-screen tills make a
great first impression taking the business to the
next level, whilst enhancing the user experience,
speeding up the sales process, and ultimately
improving the end customer experience.

● Consistent technology applied across all stores has
enabled better resource planning; sharing of staff
and reduced training needs when expanding into
new stores.

● Ideal stock level based replenishment provides a
clear understanding of business demand for both
UK and US based stores.

● Wireless stock taking technology has been
delivered to support swifter stock takes within
stores.
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“ We have been able to re-examine all of our
business processes to ensure they are now fit

for-purpose and suitable for sustained growth.”

MANAGING DIRECTOR, CROCKETT & JONES

WHAT IS PRIMANET?

PrimaNet is our specialist multi-channel
business system designed to meet the specific
requirements of the clothing, footwear and
accessory market sectors.

It is a highly functional, easy to use modular
application which provides full visibility across
all business operations, helping to simplify each
process and increase business efficiency.

We provide both ready-made solutions and
bespoke packages for businesses that require a
more turnkey approach.

To find out more about Crockett & Jones,
visit their website at:
https://www.crockettandjones.com/

Get in touch to discover how we can help you
business succeed by email:
info@primasolutions.co.uk

Via our website:
https://www.primasolutions.co.uk/

Or call us on: +44 (0) 1509 232 200
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